
2- Label the food chain above with the following: Producer, Primary consumer, secondary consumer, tertiary consumer,

herbivore, carnivore,

3- Using the same food chain above, create a food web below by adding a second primary consumer, 2 more secondary

consumers, and 1 more tertiary consumer to make it a simple food web. You may make it horizontal or vertical.
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1- Arrange the components of a food chain with arrows that point in the direction of energy flow
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4- Label the food web with the following: I't trophic level,2nd trophic level, 3'd trophic level, 4th trophic level.

5- Add a decomposer (mushroom) to the bottom ofthe food web, label it as such, and draw arrows from alltrophic

levels down to it.

6- Describe the function of decomposers below.
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7- Describe the function of the sun to food chains below'
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9- Draw a pyramid below with at least 4 trophic levels. Enter any number you choose, at any level and then follow the

rule of ten to add the appropriate number of organisms/energy to levels above and/or below.

10- This food web should look really familiar.

Answer the following questions about the food

web.

a. The fox would be a secondary consumer when

it eats? (give two answers) - t

?abb,f 5f,tArrvtl

n4i ce ei.
b. The snake is a quaternary consumer when it
eats? (l answer is fine)

GaJs r-,hs{ Birtrs
c. The Spider is a secondary consumer when it
eats? (one anwer)

horb. f,.saA

d. The Rabbit and Herbivorous lnsects are examples of?

?fi^0t,1 (pwtwvt"ars

e. Why do you think the fox is called a generalist (not a specialist) in terms of food?
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11- When we played OH DEER outside we discovered three main limiting factors in ecosystems. List the three limiting

factors and explain why/how they limit numbers of organisms.
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12. Answer the questions about the graph below:

a. What was the population in the year 1850?

e. Explain why some populations can grow so quickly for a period of time.

At ",+ l.l5 - t.B yrni\\iu^

b. What does the graph estimate as the CC for the Pop? .E , .O

ffb,"+ l.b nni\\irn Ed 0.5

c. Why is the CC not at the top of the peaks on the

graph?
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d. what type orgroMh was seen rrom 1800 untit 18s0? € XP 
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f. Why do growing populations eventually level out as they reach CarryinB Capacity?
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13. This graph shows human population growth.

Answer the questions about the graph:

a. What type of groMh has been seen since the

industrial revolution?

e yyonwhutf**,,k \\rl
b. How many humans are estimated to be on the

earth in 2075?

9,7bittr^
c. What typically happens to populations that
grow exponentially for a period of time?
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d. Do you think humans can grow exponentially forever? 
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14. List 4 methods animals use to balance energy used versus energy consumed throughout the year to stay alive.

Explain how each type of adaptation helps the organisms survive
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